ST THERESE’S PRIMARY SCHOOL
BEHAVIOUR MATRIX
We show Respect for
Self when we

We show Respect
for Others when we

We show Respect for our
Environment when we

*Go to the toilet and get a drink
before going to line
*Are lined up before the end of
the music
*Stand quietly

* Keep hands and feet to
ourselves
* Use quiet voices when
talking to others

*Pick up any rubbish in the area
* Are aware of the environment around us
and we respect it

Toilets

* Wash our hands.
* Keep the doors closed.
* Only use this area when
needed.

* Boys are to stand on the
grate and urinate.
* Give people their own
space in the toilets – show
respect.
* Flush the toilet after use.
* Treat others the way you
would like to be treated.

* Leave the toilet area clean.
* Use the soap and water wisely.
* Turn off the taps after use.
* Use toilet paper in the proper way.
* Use the toilets for their intended purpose –
games are played outside.

Sports
Shed

* Are responsible and return the
equipment borrowed

* Wait patiently in line for our
turn.
* Have only people on duty
in the sports shed.
* Use good manners
towards each other.

* Use the equipment in the way it is
intended.
* Keep sports shed tidy.

Line Up

*

Passive
Area

* Walk and use the steps safely.
* Play quietly.
*Move away from the toilet area
when finished.

* Allow others to have some
quiet time.
* WALK at all times.
* Play passive games only.

* Remember to play ‘passive’ games.
* Take care of the garden areas.
* Use the rubbish bins wisely.
* Use the bubble taps in a responsible way.

Oval

* Stay in safe areas.
* Play safely and sensibly.
* Wear our hats to be sunsmart.
* Are a considerate team player
and make good choices.
* Use your eyes and ears to keep
you safe.

* Are welcoming into games.
* Follow the rules and play
fairly.
* Use appropriate language
when playing.
* Tag instead of tackle.
* Give others a second
chance
* Share equipment fairly with
others.

* Take care of the gardens.
* Leave nature where it grows best.
* Borrow, use and return the sports
equipment in the proper way.
* Eat in the correct areas and place
rubbish in the bins.
* Respect the playing space of others.

Learning
Spaces

*Have confidence in ourselves
*Take responsibility for our
actions
*Dress appropriately for school
*Think before we act
*Are punctual
*Use our time well
*Keep our hands and feet to
ourselves
*Use appropriate voice levels
*Are an active participant and
listener
*Try to be the best we can be
*Work quietly while doing
independent work
*Choose where we sit wisely
*Take care of belongings
*Are positive
*Make good choices
*Focus on the task at hand
*Always do our best work
*Work hard to achieve work and
personal goals
*Try to live out our graduate
outcomes
*Allow time for God
*Show resilience

*Listen to the speaker
*Treat others equally
*Encourage others
*Care for each other
*Help others
*Work with different people
*Raise our hand before we
speak
*Ask permission to leave
learning area
* Are aware of other
people’s personal space
*Treat others the way we
would like to be treated
*Are thoughtful
*Use our manners
*Give compliments
*Are inclusive
*Wait our turn
*Share classroom resources
*Build positive relationships
and being a positive
influence
*Strive to work as a team

*Walk inside
*Put COWS away
*Look after our resources and supplies
*Clean up after ourselves
*Use technology carefully
*Wipe our feet before coming inside
*Ask to borrow other people’s things and
return them
*Put our rubbish in the bin
*Use equipment properly
*Use paper wisely
*Clean up around the bins
*Pick up rubbish off the floor even if it is not
ours
*Keep our area tidy
*Turn off the lights
*Use the right bins
*Sit properly on the furniture
*Take care of the furniture
*Push in chairs

